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Users are reporting an outage on your public-facing application that is hosted on Compute
Engine. You suspect that a recent change to your firewall rules is responsible. You need to
test whether your firewall rules are working properly. What should you do?

 
 A. Enable Firewall Rules Logging on the latest rules that were changed. Use Logs Explorer
to analyze whether the rules are working correctly. 
B. Connect to a bastion host in your VPC. Use a network traffic analyzer to determine at
which point your requests are being blocked. 
C. In a pre-production environment, disable all firewall rules individually to determine which
one is blocking user traffic. 
D. Enable VPC Flow Logs in your VPC. Use Logs Explorer to analyze whether the rules
are working correctly. 

 
Answer: A
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/using-flow-logs

 https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/firewall-rules-logging

 
 
 

 

 

 Your organization recently deployed a new application on Google Kubernetes Engine. You
need to deploy a solution to protect the application. The solution has the following
requirements:

 Scans must run at least once per week

 Must be able to detect cross-site scripting vulnerabilities

 Must be able to authenticate using Google accounts

 Which solution should you use?

 
 
A. Google Cloud Armor 
B. Web Security Scanner 
C. Security Health Analytics 
D. Container Threat Detection 

 

Question No : 1
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Answer: B
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center/docs/concepts-web-
security-scanner-overview

 
 
Web Security Scanner identifies security vulnerabilities in your App Engine, Google
Kubernetes Engine (GKE), and Compute Engine web applications.
https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center/docs/concepts-web-security-scanner-
overview

 
 
 

 

 

Your company operates an application instance group that is currently deployed behind a
Google Cloud load balancer in us-central-1 and is configured to use the Standard Tier
network. The infrastructure team wants to expand to a second Google Cloud region, us-
east-2. You need to set up a single external IP address to distribute new requests to the
instance groups in both regions.
 
 
What should you do?
 
 
A. Change the load balancer backend configuration to use network endpoint groups
instead of instance groups. 
B. Change the load balancer frontend configuration to use the Premium Tier network, and
add the new instance group. 
C. Create a new load balancer in us-east-2 using the Standard Tier network, and assign a
static external IP address. 
D. Create a Cloud VPN connection between the two regions, and enable Google Private
Access. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/load-balancing/docs/choosing-load-
balancer#global-regional 
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Which two implied firewall rules are defined on a VPC network? (Choose two.)

 
 
A. A rule that allows all outbound connections 
B. A rule that denies all inbound connections 
C. A rule that blocks all inbound port 25 connections 
D. A rule that blocks all outbound connections 
E. A rule that allows all inbound port 80 connections 

 
Answer: A,B
Explanation:  

 
Implied IPv4 allow egress rule. An egress rule whose action is allow, destination is

0.0.0.0/0, and priority is the lowest possible (65535) lets any instance send traffic to any
destination 

 
Implied IPv4 deny ingress rule. An ingress rule whose action is deny, source is 0.0.0.0/0,

and priority is the lowest possible (65535) protects all instances by blocking incoming
connections to them. 

 
https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/firewalls?hl=en#default_firewall_rules 

 

 

 

 
The security operations team needs access to the security-related logs for all projects in
their organization. They have the following requirements:
 
Follow the least privilege model by having only view access to logs.
 
Have access to Admin Activity logs.
 
Have access to Data Access logs.
 
Have access to Access Transparency logs.
 
Which Identity and Access Management (IAM) role should the security operations team be
granted?

 
 
A. roles/logging.privateLogViewer 

Question No : 4
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B. roles/logging.admin 
C. roles/viewer 
D. roles/logging.viewer 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/logging/docs/access-control#considerations

roles/logging.privateLogViewer (Private Logs Viewer) includes all the permissions

contained by roles/logging.viewer, plus the ability to read Data Access audit logs in the
_Default bucket. 

 

 

 

 
You need to enable VPC Service Controls and allow changes to perimeters in existing
environments without preventing access to resources. Which VPC Service Controls mode
should you use?
 
 
A. Cloud Run 
B. Native 
C. Enforced 
D. Dry run 
 

Answer: D
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/vpc-service-controls/docs/service-perimeters
 
In dry run mode, requests that violate the perimeter policy are not denied, only logged. Dry
run mode is used to test perimeter configuration and to monitor usage of services without
preventing access to resources. https://cloud.google.com/vpc-service-controls/docs/dry-
run-mode
 
 
 

 

 

 

You are part of a security team that wants to ensure that a Cloud Storage bucket in Project
A can only be readable from Project B. You also want to ensure that data in the Cloud
Storage bucket cannot be accessed from or copied to Cloud Storage buckets outside the
network, even if the user has the correct credentials.

Question No : 6
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What should you do?
 
 
A. Enable VPC Service Controls, create a perimeter with Project A and B, and include
Cloud Storage service. 
B. Enable Domain Restricted Sharing Organization Policy and Bucket Policy Only on the
Cloud Storage bucket. 
C. Enable Private Access in Project A and B networks with strict firewall rules to allow
communication between the networks. 
D. Enable VPC Peering between Project A and B networks with strict firewall rules to allow
communication between the networks. 

 
Answer: A

Explanation:  
https://cloud.google.com/vpc-service-controls/docs/overview#isolate 

 

 

 

Your privacy team uses crypto-shredding (deleting encryption keys) as a strategy to delete
personally identifiable information (PII). You need to implement this practice on Google
Cloud while still utilizing the majority of the platform’s services and minimizing operational
overhead. What should you do?
 
 
A. Use client-side encryption before sending data to Google Cloud, and delete encryption
keys on-premises 
B. Use Cloud External Key Manager to delete specific encryption keys. 
C. Use customer-managed encryption keys to delete specific encryption keys. 
D. Use Google default encryption to delete specific encryption keys. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

https://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/mysql/cmek 

"You might have situations where you want to permanently destroy data encrypted with

CMEK. To do this, you destroy the customer-managed encryption key version. You can't
destroy the keyring or key, but you can destroy key versions of the key." 
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A customer wants to deploy a large number of 3-tier web applications on Compute Engine.
 
 
How should the customer ensure authenticated network separation between the different
tiers of the application?
 
 
A. Run each tier in its own Project, and segregate using Project labels. 
B. Run each tier with a different Service Account (SA), and use SA-based firewall rules. 
C. Run each tier in its own subnet, and use subnet-based firewall rules. 
D. Run each tier with its own VM tags, and use tag-based firewall rules. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

"Isolate VMs using service accounts when possible" "even though it is possible to uses

tags for target filtering in this manner, we recommend that you use service accounts where

possible. Target tags are not access-controlled and can be changed by someone with the

instanceAdmin role while VMs are in service. Service accounts are access-controlled,

meaning that a specific user must be explicitly authorized to use a service account. There

can only be one service account per instance, whereas there can be multiple tags. Also,

service accounts assigned to a VM can only be changed when the VM is stopped." 
https://cloud.google.com/solutions/best-practices-vpc-design#isolate-vms-service-accounts 

 

 

 

 

 
You are setting up a CI/CD pipeline to deploy containerized applications to your production
clusters on Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE). You need to prevent containers with known
vulnerabilities from being deployed. You have the following requirements for your solution:
 
Must be cloud-native
 
Must be cost-efficient
 
Minimize operational overhead
 
How should you accomplish this? (Choose two.)
 
 

A. Create a Cloud Build pipeline that will monitor changes to your container templates in a
Cloud Source Repositories repository. Add a step to analyze Container Analysis results
before allowing the build to continue. 
B. Use a Cloud Function triggered by log events in Google Cloud's operations suite to

Question No : 10
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automatically scan your container images in Container Registry. 
C. Use a cron job on a Compute Engine instance to scan your existing repositories for
known vulnerabilities and raise an alert if a non-compliant container image is found. 
D. Deploy Jenkins on GKE and configure a CI/CD pipeline to deploy your containers to
Container Registry. Add a step to validate your container images before deploying your
container to the cluster. 
E. In your CI/CD pipeline, add an attestation on your container image when no
vulnerabilities have been found. Use a Binary Authorization policy to block deployments of
containers with no attestation in your cluster. 

 
Answer: A,E
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/architecture/prep-kubernetes-engine-for-prod

 
 
https://cloud.google.com/container-analysis/docs/container-analysis

 
Container Analysis is a service that provides vulnerability scanning and metadata storage
for containers. The scanning service performs vulnerability scans on images in Container
Registry and Artifact Registry, then stores the resulting metadata and makes it available for
consumption through an API.

 
 
https://cloud.google.com/binary-authorization/docs/attestations

 
After a container image is built, an attestation can be created to affirm that a required
activity was performed on the image such as a regression test, vulnerability scan, or other
test. The attestation is created by signing the image's unique digest.

 
During deployment, instead of repeating the activities, Binary Authorization verifies the
attestations using an attestor. If all of the attestations for an image are verified, Binary
Authorization allows the image to be deployed.

 
 

 

 

A customer deploys an application to App Engine and needs to check for Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP) vulnerabilities.

 
 
Which service should be used to accomplish this?

 
 
A. Cloud Armor 
B. Google Cloud Audit Logs 
C. Cloud Security Scanner 

Question No : 11
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D. Forseti Security 
 
Answer: C
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/security-scanner/
 
 
Web Security Scanner supports categories in the OWASP Top Ten, a document that ranks
and provides remediation guidance for the top 10 most critical web application security
risks, as determined by the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP).
https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center/docs/concepts-web-security-scanner-
overview#detectors_and_compliance
 
 
 

 

 

Your organization is transitioning to Google Cloud You want to ensure that only trusted
container images are deployed on Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) clusters in a project.
The containers must be deployed from a centrally managed. Container Registry and signed
by a trusted authority.
 
What should you do? 
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A. Configure the Binary Authorization policy with respective attestations for the project. 
B. Create a custom organization policy constraint to enforce Binary Authorization for
Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE). 
C. Enable Container Threat Detection in the Security Command Center (SCC) for the
project.  
D. Configure the trusted image organization policy constraint for the project. 
E. Enable Pod Security standards and set them to Restricted.  
 
Answer: A,D

 

 

 
You need to set up a Cloud interconnect connection between your company's on-premises
data center and VPC host network. You want to make sure that on-premises applications
can only access Google APIs over the Cloud Interconnect and not through the public
internet. You are required to only use APIs that are supported by VPC Service Controls to

Question No : 12
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mitigate against exfiltration risk to non-supported APIs. How should you configure the
network?
 
 
A. Enable Private Google Access on the regional subnets and global dynamic routing
mode. 
B. Set up a Private Service Connect endpoint IP address with the API bundle of "all-apis",
which is advertised as a route over the Cloud interconnect connection. 
C. Use private.googleapis.com to access Google APIs using a set of IP addresses only
routable from within Google Cloud, which are advertised as routes over the connection. 
D. Use restricted googleapis.com to access Google APIs using a set of IP addresses only
routable from within Google Cloud, which are advertised as routes over the Cloud
Interconnect connection. 
 

Answer: D
Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/private-service-connect 

 

An API bundle: 

All APIs (all-apis): most Google APIs 

(same as private.googleapis.com). 

VPC-SC (vpc-sc): APIs that VPC Service Controls supports 

(same as restricted.googleapis.com). 

VMs in the same VPC network as the endpoint (all regions) 
On-premises systems that are connected to the VPC network that contains the endpoint 

 

 

 

 

Your security team uses encryption keys to ensure confidentiality of user data. You want to
establish a process to reduce the impact of a potentially compromised symmetric
encryption key in Cloud Key Management Service (Cloud KMS).
 
 
Which steps should your team take before an incident occurs? (Choose two.)
 
 

A. Disable and revoke access to compromised keys. 
B. Enable automatic key version rotation on a regular schedule. 
C. Manually rotate key versions on an ad hoc schedule. 
D. Limit the number of messages encrypted with each key version. 
E. Disable the Cloud KMS API. 
 

Question No : 14
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Answer: B,D

Explanation: As per document "Limiting the number of messages encrypted with the same

key version helps prevent attacks enabled by cryptanalysis." 
https://cloud.google.com/kms/docs/key-rotation 

 

 

 

 

 

 
You have been tasked with configuring Security Command Center for your organization’s
Google Cloud environment. Your security team needs to receive alerts of potential crypto
mining in the organization’s compute environment and alerts for common Google Cloud
misconfigurations that impact security. Which Security Command Center features should
you use to configure these alerts? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. Event Threat Detection 
B. Container Threat Detection 
C. Security Health Analytics 
D. Cloud Data Loss Prevention 
E. Google Cloud Armor 
 

Answer: A,C

Explanation:  

https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center/docs/concepts-event-threat-detection-

overview 

Event Threat Detection is a built-in service for the Security Command Center Premium tier

that continuously monitors your organization and identifies threats within your systems in
near-real time. https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center/docs/concepts-security-
sources#security-health-analytics 

 

 

 

 

 

Your organization s record data exists in Cloud Storage. You must retain all record data for

Question No : 15
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at least seven years This policy must be permanent.
 
What should you do?
 
A. • 1 Identify buckets with record data 
• 2 Apply a retention policy and set it to retain for seven years 
• 3 Monitor the bucket by using log-based alerts to ensure that no modifications to the
retention policy occurs 
B. • 1 Identify buckets with record data 
• 2 Apply a retention policy and set it to retain for seven years 
• 3 Remove any Identity and Access Management (IAM) roles that contain the storage
buckets update permission 
C. • 1 Identify buckets with record data 
• 2 Enable the bucket policy only to ensure that data is retained 
• 3 Enable bucket lock 
D. * 1 Identify buckets with record data 
• 2 Apply a retention policy and set it to retain for seven years 
• 3 Enable bucket lock 
 
Answer: D

 

 

 
You are a security administrator at your company and are responsible for managing access
controls (identification, authentication, and authorization) on Google Cloud. Which Google-
recommended best practices should you follow when configuring authentication and
authorization? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. Use Google default encryption. 
B. Manually add users to Google Cloud. 
C. Provision users with basic roles using Google's Identity and Access Management (1AM)
service. 
D. Use SSO/SAML integration with Cloud Identity for user authentication and user lifecycle
management. 
E. Provide granular access with predefined roles. 
 

Answer: D,E

Explanation:  

https://cloud.google.com/iam/docs/using-iam-securely#least_privilege Basic roles include

thousands of permissions across all Google Cloud services. In production environments,

do not grant basic roles unless there is no alternative. Instead, grant the most limited
predefined roles or custom roles that meet your needs. 

Question No : 17
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You need to audit the network segmentation for your Google Cloud footprint. You currently
operate Production and Non-Production infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) environments.
All your VM instances are deployed without any service account customization.
 
 

After observing the traffic in your custom network, you notice that all instances can
communicate freely – despite tag-based VPC firewall rules in place to segment traffic
properly – with a priority of 1000. What are the most likely reasons for this behavior?
 
 

A. All VM instances are missing the respective network tags. 
B. All VM instances are residing in the same network subnet. 
C. All VM instances are configured with the same network route. 
D. A VPC firewall rule is allowing traffic between source/targets based on the same service
account with priority 999. 
E. A VPC firewall rule is allowing traffic between source/targets based on the same service
account with priority 1001. 
 
Answer: A,D

 

 

 

An office manager at your small startup company is responsible for matching payments to
invoices and creating billing alerts. For compliance reasons, the office manager is only
permitted to have the Identity and Access Management (IAM) permissions necessary for
these tasks. Which two IAM roles should the office manager have? (Choose two.)
 
 

A. Organization Administrator 
B. Project Creator 
C. Billing Account Viewer 
D. Billing Account Costs Manager 
E. Billing Account User 
 

Answer: C,D

Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/billing-access#overview-of-
cloud-billing-roles-in-cloud-iam 

Question No : 18
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Billing Account Costs Manager (roles/billing.costsManager) 

- Manage budgets and view and export cost information of billing accounts (but not pricing
information) 
 

Billing Account Viewer (roles/billing.viewer) 
- View billing account cost information and transactions. 
 

 

 

 

Your company's Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) creates a requirement that
business data must be stored in specific locations due to regulatory requirements that
affect the company's global expansion plans. After working on the details to implement this
requirement, you determine the following:
 
The services in scope are included in the Google Cloud Data Residency Terms.
 
The business data remains within specific locations under the same organization.
 
The folder structure can contain multiple data residency locations.
 

You plan to use the Resource Location Restriction organization policy constraint. At which
level in the resource hierarchy should you set the constraint?
 
 

A. Folder 
B. Resource 
C. Project 
D. Organization 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/docs/organization-
policy/defining-locations 
 

 

 

 

You are working with a client that is concerned about control of their encryption keys for

Question No : 20
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sensitive data. The client does not want to store encryption keys at rest in the same cloud
service provider (CSP) as the data that the keys are encrypting. Which Google Cloud
encryption solutions should you recommend to this client? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. Customer-supplied encryption keys. 
B. Google default encryption 
C. Secret Manager 
D. Cloud External Key Manager 
E. Customer-managed encryption keys 
 
Answer: A,D

 

 

Your organization wants to be continuously evaluated against CIS Google Cloud
Computing Foundations Benchmark v1 3 0 (CIS Google Cloud Foundation 1 3). Some of
the controls are irrelevant to your organization and must be disregarded in evaluation. You
need to create an automated system or process to ensure that only the relevant controls
are evaluated.
 
What should you do?
 
A. Mark all security findings that are irrelevant with a tag and a value that indicates a
security exception Select all marked findings and mute them on the console every time
they appear Activate Security Command Center (SCC) Premium. 
B. Activate Security Command Center (SCC) Premium Create a rule to mute the security
findings in SCC so they are not evaluated. 
C. Download all findings from Security Command Center (SCC) to a CSV file Mark the
findings that are part of CIS Google Cloud Foundation 1 3 in the file Ignore the entries that
are irrelevant and out of scope for the company. 
D. Ask an external audit company to provide independent reports including needed CIS
benchmarks. In the scope of the audit clarify that some of the controls are not needed and
must be disregarded. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

 
You are exporting application logs to Cloud Storage. You encounter an error message thatt
he log sinks don't support uniform bucket-level access policies. How should you resolve

Question No : 22
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this error?
 
 
A. Change the access control model for the bucket 
B. Update your sink with the correct bucket destination. 
C. Add the roles/logging.logWriter Identity and Access Management (IAM) role to the
bucket for the log sink identity. 
D. Add the roles/logging.bucketWriter Identity and Access Management (IAM) role to the
bucket for the log sink identity. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:
https://cloud.google.com/logging/docs/export/troubleshoot#errors_exporting_to_cloud_stor
age 

 
https://cloud.google.com/logging/docs/export/troubleshoot 

 
Unable to grant correct permissions to the destination: Even if the sink was successfully

created with the correct service account permissions, this error message displays if the

access control model for the Cloud Storage bucket was set to uniform access when the

bucket was created. For existing Cloud Storage buckets, you can change the access

control model for the first 90 days after bucket creation by using the Permissions tab. For

new buckets, select the Fine-grained access control model during bucket creation. For
details, see Creating Cloud Storage buckets. 

 

 

 

 

You are migrating an on-premises data warehouse to BigQuery Cloud SQL, and Cloud
Storage. You need to configure security services in the data warehouse. Your company
compliance policies mandate that the data warehouse must: 

 
• Protect data at rest with full lifecycle management on cryptographic keys

 
• Implement a separate key management provider from data management

 
• Provide visibility into all encryption key requests

 
 
What services should be included in the data warehouse implementation? 

 
Choose 2 answers

Question No : 24
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A. Customer-managed encryption keys  
B. Customer-Supplied Encryption Keys  
C. Key Access Justifications  
D. Access Transparency and Approval  
E. Cloud External Key Manager 
 
Answer: C,E

 

 

Your company runs a website that will store PII on Google Cloud Platform. To comply with
data privacy regulations, this data can only be stored for a specific amount of time and
must be fully deleted after this specific period. Data that has not yet reached the time
period should not be deleted. You want to automate the process of complying with this
regulation.
 
 
What should you do?
 
 
A. Store the data in a single Persistent Disk, and delete the disk at expiration time. 
B. Store the data in a single BigQuery table and set the appropriate table expiration time. 
C.  Store the data in a Cloud Storage bucket, and configure the bucket's Object Lifecycle
Management feature. 
D. Store the data in a single BigTable table and set an expiration time on the column
families. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

"To support common use cases like setting a Time to Live (TTL) for objects, retaining

noncurrent versions of objects, or "downgrading" storage classes of objects to help

manage costs, Cloud Storage offers the Object Lifecycle Management feature. This page

describes the feature as well as the options available when using it. To learn how to enable

Object Lifecycle Management, and for examples of lifecycle policies, see Managing
Lifecycles." https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/lifecycle 

 

 

 

 

As adoption of the Cloud Data Loss Prevention (DLP) API grows within the company, you

Question No : 25
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need to optimize usage to reduce cost. DLP target data is stored in Cloud Storage and
BigQuery. The location and region are identified as a suffix in the resource name.
 
 
Which cost reduction options should you recommend?
 
 
A. Set appropriate rowsLimit value on BigQuery data hosted outside the US and set
appropriate bytesLimitPerFile value on multiregional Cloud Storage buckets. 
B. Set appropriate rowsLimit value on BigQuery data hosted outside the US, and minimize
transformation units on multiregional Cloud Storage buckets. 
C. Use rowsLimit and bytesLimitPerFile to sample data and use
CloudStorageRegexFileSet to limit scans. 
D. Use FindingLimits and TimespanContfig to sample data and minimize transformation
units. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/dlp/docs/inspecting-storage#sampling

https://cloud.google.com/dlp/docs/best-practices-
costs#limit_scans_of_files_in_to_only_relevant_files 

 
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/dlp/docs/reference/rest/v2/InspectJobConfig
 
 
 

 

 

Your DevOps team uses Packer to build Compute Engine images by using this process: 
 
1 Create an ephemeral Compute Engine VM.
 
2 Copy a binary from a Cloud Storage bucket to the VM's file system.
 
3 Update the VM's package manager.
 
4 Install external packages from the internet onto the VM.
 
Your security team just enabled the organizational policy.
consrraints/compure.vnExtemallpAccess. to restrict the usage of public IP Addresses on
VMs. In response your DevOps team updated their scripts to remove public IP addresses
on the Compute Engine VMs however the build pipeline is failing due to connectivity
issues.
 
What should you do? 
 

Question No : 27
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Choose 2 answers
 
A. Provision a Cloud NAT instance in the same VPC and region as the Compute Engine
VM 
B. Provision an HTTP load balancer with the VM in an unmanaged instance group to allow
inbound connections from the internet to your VM.  
C. Update the VPC routes to allow traffic to and from the internet.  
D. Provision a Cloud VPN tunnel in the same VPC and region as the Compute Engine VM.  
E. Enable Private Google Access on the subnet that the Compute Engine VM is deployed
within.  
 
Answer: A,E

 

 

 
You recently joined the networking team supporting your company's Google Cloud
implementation. You are tasked with familiarizing yourself with the firewall rules
configuration and providing recommendations based on your networking and Google Cloud
experience. What product should you recommend to detect firewall rules that are
overlapped by attributes from other firewall rules with higher or equal priority?
 
 
A. Security Command Center 
B. Firewall Rules Logging 
C. VPC Flow Logs 
D. Firewall Insights 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: https://cloud.google.com/network-intelligence-center/docs/firewall-

insights/concepts/overview#shadowed-firewall-rules 

Firewall Insights analyzes your firewall rules to detect firewall rules that are shadowed by

other rules. A shadowed rule is a firewall rule that has all of its relevant attributes, such as
its IP address and port ranges, overlapped by attributes from one or more rules with higher
or equal priority, called shadowing rules. 

 

 

 

You have numerous private virtual machines on Google Cloud. You occasionally need to
manage the servers through Secure Socket Shell (SSH) from a remote location. You want
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